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Company Overview
At GrowGeneration, we aim to be the best in Selection, Service, &
Solutions. Currently we are the largest hydroponics supplier in the
country with 60 retail and distribution centers. We carry and sell
thousands of products, such as organic nutrients and soils, advanced
lighting technology and state of the art hydroponics equipment used by
commercial and home growers. We have strategic partnerships with the
biggest brand names in the industry, and offer a direct to farm delivery
service along with equipment financing. Our Commercial Team is armed
with industry leading professional consultants that are here to help fully
manage any size project. Each Commercial Account has a dedicated
Account Manager, Customer Service Representative, and Quoting
Specialist appointed to your company. The Commercial Team offers a
one-stop shop for all your supply needs from seed to harvest ,
including turnkey facility designs, cultivation room designs, and on-site
project consultations. Along with superior service capabilities, the
Commercial Team is here to increase yields, lower production costs, and
generally increase the productivity of any cultivation facility. Our website,
GrowGeneration.com, operates as an Omni-Channel Ecommerce
platform with 10,000+ products with available shipping around the
country, along with a customer service team available to answer any
questions and help make your grow operate as efficiently as possible.
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Stock Overview
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Investor Relations
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Nasdaq
1.54b
$25.79
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Disclaimer
Except for the historical information contained here in, the matters discussed in this document are forward-looking statements that involve risks and
uncertainties, including but not limited to business conditions and the amount of growth in our industry and general economy, competitive factors, and
other risks detailed from time to time in the Company's SEC reports, including but not limited to its annual reports on form 10-K and it's quarterly
reports on Form 10-Q. The company does not undertake any obligation to update forward-looking statements. All trademarks and brand name are the
property of their respective companies.

